Enthalpy/entropy compensation: influence of DNA flanking sequence on the binding of 7-amino actinomycin D to its primary binding site in short DNA duplexes.
The effect of the context of the flanking sequence on ligand binding to DNA oligonucleotides that contain consensus binding sites was investigated for the binding of the intercalator 7-amino actinomycin D. Seven self-complementary DNA oligomers each containing a centrally located primary binding site, 5'-A-G-C-T-3', flanked on either side by the sequences (AT)(n) or (AA)(n) (with n = 2, 3, 4) and AA(AT)(2), were studied. For different flanking sequences, (AA)(n)-series or (AT)(n)-series, differential fluorescence enhancements of the ligand due to binding were observed. Thermodynamic studies indicated that the flanking sequences not only affected DNA stability and secondary structure but also modulated ligand binding to the primary binding site. The magnitude of the ligand binding affinity to the primary site was inversely related to the sequence dependent stability. The enthalpy of ligand binding was directly measured by isothermal titration calorimetry, and this made it possible to parse the binding free energy into its energetic and entropic terms. Our results reveal a pronounced enthalpy-entropy compensation for 7-amino actinomycin D binding to this family of oligonucleotides and suggest that the DNA sequences flanking the primary binding site can strongly influence ligand recognition of specific sites on target DNA molecules.